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maybe t- each genus is a kind, but I wouldn't insist on it, maybe each family,

but we don't know, but we know there are kinds. Now on the matter of the

24 hour day is a matter we could spend a long time, and there are many other

facets to it, but if anybody has any particular question on 4t that area, we could

t&kt- take just a couple of minutes, if now, I'll go on to the -thM third one. (Q)

I would say definitely that the geneologies are incomplete, I don't think there's

any question of it, this is a point , but I think it's clear in the scripture, but

Now you read in Matthew one, "The book of the generation of Jesus Christ, the

son of David, the son of Abraham." Now, if you saw somebody today, somebody

said, "You see that man over there, he's the son of George Washington." You

would think he was ear- craz , wouldn't ycu, but we don't think there is anything

crazy in saying Jesus was the son of David, though we don't believe that David

was the father of Jesus. The wen word son in scripture is the same as our present

word for descendant. And the word begat in scripture means the same word as

our present word became and ending. There's abundant evidence to that if you

start looking for it, and the w word has a h larger meaning in our present day,

and so when it says right here in the first chapter of Matthew it gives , "Solomon

begat Reheboam,Abijam, etc." and you read it on, there are four -let- Isreelitish

Kings left out, and of course there are three possibilities there, one is that some

copyist made a mistab and ]f-left out a whole verse, and nobody had sense enough

to notice it , even though every Hebrew child could certainly give the names of

the Kings of Judah without hesitation. And the second possibility is that Matthew

who- was utterly ignorant and didn't know the -K4ne-e4f- names of the Kings, and

if he had been I'm sure someone would have taught him, and the third possibility

is that God intended it that way. So when it says that a man begat his great-great

grandson he using the word begat in the sense fc that it's used in the scripture,

he became an ancester, and that being the case, in these geneologies we may,
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